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3 Textile techniques as the origin of art (Semper)

Processed wood

Urs Meister
Institute for Architecture and Planning
University of Liechtenstein

An impressive and exceedingly physical action: the heavy machine is slicing
a foil of wood off the steamed trunk of a beech tree, peeling the formerly
homogenous and solid piece of sculptural potential into paper-thin sheets.
The noisy process is of an incredible brutality and beauty in the same time.
Peeling a trunk, which is grown concentrically for years, in an extremely fast
spiral rotation creates a nearly endless sheet of wood. Cut into pieces, the
fragile foils are of a stunning natural beauty, almost reminding a polished
piece of onyx marble. Carefully sorted out and stacked in different qualities
in huge halls, the vulnerable veneers are in a zero point of the production,
like virgin sheets of sheer paper waiting for somebody to write on. This is
a silent state before, in the next step of the production line, the pieces of
almost immaterial and fugitive quality are selected, arranged and added
before they are finally glued together under heat and high pressure. Now
fragility has gone and stability takes over. Due to crosswise laminating, the
single sheets start to work together, enabling the finished plywood to react
on forces in a natural way. Depending on the amount of layers, bending
without cracking is possible, and even weaving is an option that becomes
obvious. Through that, plywood is predestined for bent profiles or moulded
shells in furniture production, again, shaped under pressure. A wonderful
example of this plasticity is the famous leg splint designed by Charles and
Ray Eames in 1943 and manufactured for the United States Navy in the
Second World War. Mass produced and economic, but highly ambitious in
design, it caresses the body of the wounded with an exceptional beauty.
In contrary, the making of a chipboard plank is considerably less poetic.
The used wood needs no specific qualities, is cheap and the waste product
of another production process. Chipping reduces the wood to a uniform
size and, with this, it actually reduces most of the wooden properties to a
rather low level. Cooking the ingredients together with resin and glue to a
sticky dough creates finally a undirected mass that needs to be brought into
shape, unlike plywood, which is clearly layered in a mille-feuille-like composition. There is a dramatic absence of complexity in the appearance of the
material, there is no tension between the thing and its origin, it is what it is
and offers nothing more than its purely industrial character. That makes it
true and highly modern to a certain extent.
Obviously, the manufacturing process of both derived timber products
shows similarities, especially the use of resin and the pressing with high
temperature that induces the glued veneers or particles to adhere together
tightly, creating a strong bond. Still, there are crucial differences, apart of
the costs. Although an industrial product, fabricated by machines, plywood
benefits a lot of the unveiling of the inner timber structure of the trunk. The
revealed year rings are still readable as a strong and individual signature and
refer immediately to nature and growing. In opposition, chipboard demonstrates nothing more than how it is made. Chopped, assorted, glued, cut and
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now ready for use, there is no evidence of any quality that goes beyond its
origin – anonymous, recycled wood. In this, we might identify a peculiar
property: it is neutral as a piece of cardboard, smooth and plain, once brought
into shape, the boards are convenient for all kinds of use. There is no depth
of the surface, no meaning on its skin.
A theory of dressing
Gottfried Semper distinguished in his famous book Style in the Technical
and Structural Arts, or Practical Aesthetic four essential categories of making
artefacts: weaving, moulding, carpentry and masonry. He argued that man
evolved patterns in weaving long before buildings were erected. In his
interpretation, weaving is declared as the Urkunst, the origin of art, which
preceded the evolution of structural form. Subsequently, Adolf Loos argued
that dressing is even older than construction. He extended the principle of
Semper back to nature: man is clothed with a skin; a tree is clothed with a
bark. In construction, this last layer serves for protection, for a certain appearance or has a symbolic nature. This conducts him to his law of dressing:
the material must be treated in a way, that confusion between the dressed
material and the dressing is excluded.
With our choice of plywood and chipboard as building materials for the
Erasmus IP 2011, two categories of Semper’s theory were addressed: plywood
is determined for techniques that are known from textile production, whereas
chipboard, due to its stiff and unidirectional character, tends towards carpentry. Both arts are positioned within the array of light-weight construction
and deeply rooted in the nomadic tradition of mankind. Taking this ephemeral
aspect as a challenge, we used both materials particularly structural and
in a naked way. But through three-dimensional and tectonic assembly, the
skeleton becomes both the dressed as well as the dress itself.
Structure and complexity
The last Erasmus Intensive Programmes of the Tectonics in Building Culture
series were linked to heavy and massive constructions: concrete, stone, brick.
However, in all these workshops, a counter weight to the compactness occurred: concrete was poured into a textile formwork, giving the amorphous
mass not only a texture but also a fragile and nearly frozen appearance;
although dry stone walling is tending to a maximum compactness, it is
inheriting a considerable amount of air and therefore space; and, apart of
punched holes, brick is inhabiting even more air in its ceramic body through
the fabrication process in the kiln.
Apart of this interest in the contradictious aspects of different building
materials, we have tried in all the recent workshops to look into the manufacturing process of the materials we have been working with. This is an
essential point. A brick for instance is a manmade module related a lot to
the weight a man is able to carry and handle without the help of another. As
Richard Sennett points out in The craftsman, the size of a brick corresponds
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exactly to the hand of the mason. Referring to the great historian of bricks,
Alec Clifton-Taylor, the addition of these rather small modules in a brick wall
produces a human and intimate quality in comparison to the natural stone
architecture of representative buildings, an accumulation of small effects.
Shingles are traditionally cleaved by hand to avoid cutting the wooden fibres.
This makes them last longer and gives them a great strength against rain,
wind and sun. So the treatment of the raw material to a building material is
essential in its meaning. What we call material is in most cases a semi-manu
factured product that has only few resemblances with its origins. There are
differences in processing it, of course, but what we keep in our hands to work
with has gone a long way since its source. In industrial processes, a row of
manipulations is needed to domesticate the raw character in order to receive
a format and size that we can handle easily.
In the metamorphosis of the wood, from the unwieldy and static trunk
that is cut into pieces an almost textile quality where the single fibre cannot
be split up anymore – at a degré zéro de la matérialité – it loses the stable
form, that has grown silently over years and instead, flexibility, fragility and
instability occur. Processed further, plywood and chipboard, although related to each other, receive an almost opposite character. This allowed us to
work with bending, weaving, or even knitting – textile techniques – but also
to connect with joining and interlocking, which belongs to carpentry. In all the
final projects of this workshop, we tried to play with the inherent properties
of processed wood to articulate a richness in expression that opens a door
towards a reinforcement of the role of the architect as a researcher in a field
of the material and structures.
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Making is More

Thierry Berlemont
Sint-Lucas School of Architecture
Brussels / Ghent

Making things
The Building Culture Erasmus Intensive Program revolves around making
things, using real materials and real tools to make something at a real scale.
Not downscaled models, but big things. Things intended to be big enough in
order to make weight, dimensions and constructing real physical issues to
be dealt with and not just virtual ones. It is about things you really have to
construct in a particular place, starting from scratch. The matter is available
from the start, as are the tools, the place and the people. Everything else has
to be figured out in order to make it happen. Figuring out is not just having a
good idea or a concept and consequently drawing it on paper or in the computer, as we are used to do and exercise all the time in our design studios.
Making it happen means going through all the steps that are needed to really
construct something. It is about the process of fabricating, assembling
and shaping a thing. It involves conceiving and drawing of course, but also
planning, organizing, anticipating, deliberating, convincing and making.
It is about being persistent, clever and working hard to physically create
something. It is about getting your hands dirty and going into the action
of making. It is about being an architect, a carpenter and a constructor at
once and thus about trying to lift the created and century old boundaries
between conception and construction. In short, it is not devoid of ambition.
Using matter
The matter used to construct differs every year. After 3 years of heavy
weights, the emphasis shifted to something lighter. Wood was an evident
material to start with. The term wood covers an extensive array of possible
materials. Different species stand for as many different types of wood with
related variations and deviations in structure, color, weight, density, hardness and other properties. Besides, every tree is different because it grows
in another place. Depending on its position in the trunk, the direction of the
cut, the moisture content, the presence of knots and so forth, every piece
that comes out of it – beam or plank – is different from the others to some
extent. A substantial part of the carpenters knowledge and craft resides in
evaluating and dealing with these divergent inherent properties and subsequent behavior of the living material that massive wood is.
But technology provided us with engineered wood as well. This is not a
naturally grown, but a created and constructed material. The variations and
unpredictability of the natural material are taken out of it through recombination and reassembly. Every piece that is produced is supposed to be
identical to the others. It’s properties and performance must be predictable
and controllable. The variations in type lie primarily in the kinds of recombination and the properties that are a result of them. During the workshop we
used two types of engineered wood, i.e. plywood and chipboard. Although
sharing the same planar geometry, both are substantially unalike. The chipboard is stiff and brittle whereas the plywood is bendable and tenacious.
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The plywood’s layered order and structural directions are legible in the laminated sequence of wood-veneer. The chipboard looks like a compacted mess
of wood-flakes and glue, forced and compressed into a flat and rectangular
geometry.
A limited choice in materials combined with the requirement to make things
of a very different nature inevitably necessitates an inquiry into what possi
bilities the materials have to offer. Which of both materials fits the goal best?
How can we enhance its properties? How do we attach one piece to the other?
How do we cut it? How do we go from plane to line and to a spatial artifact?
How do we form? How can we be precise? How do we go from the dimension
of the material to the bigger dimension of the construction? How does the
material react under the actions of hands and tools? How does the material
react when loaded? These and many other questions about making things
needed many different answers.
Of a process
The workshop activities were split up into two chapters. The first was hands
on, repetitive and generic whereas the second was site-specific and projectoriented. Chapter one of the workshop was subdivided into two parallel
trajectories – very different in method and nature – that both consisted of a
series of half-day exercises. No exercise was repeated twice, forcing everyone to share what he or she had learned with the others, in order to be able
to move on and create common knowledge for the group as a whole.
Trajectory one started from a master/apprentice approach with two
carpenters skilled in traditional woodworking. They transferred a part of their
elaborate knowledge about wood-connections and -assemblies by showing
how ‘to do it right’. It is the traditional model used to learn a skill by the
incessant practice of the right moves and sequences. A method to reach
mastery by the repetition of the same acts over and over again, until perfection is reached. Starting from known techniques, the handling of the tools
and the manipulation of the properties of wood were explored.
The second and parallel trajectory was less steered with regard to its
pedagogical methodology. No preliminary technique was taught and the
investigation started from a limited range of themes that had to be explored
with an open register. The themes enveloped very specific techniques for
making and assembling surfaces and forms, using textile techniques like
weaving, folding, surface and volumetric patterning, etc. The process explicitly articulated the importance of coherence and consistency that is necessary to make more complex constructive systems made up of many parts.
For both trajectories every exercise resulted in an object demonstrating a
particular aspect of a method or a technique. At the end of the first chapter
the garden had turned into a blossoming field of small constructions, effectively demonstrating the multiplicity of possible paths to follow.
During the second chapter of the workshop the action was partially de-
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localized from the wood workshop towards five building sites spread around
the beautiful domain of the old monastery. Delocalizing introduced new but
important challenges. Since fabrication had to be done in and around the
workshop and the subsequent assembly on each site individually, logistics
as well as coordination became issues of importance. The transportation back
and forth of components and tools as well as the communication between
team-partners working at a substantial distance from each other had a
real influence on the process. Other aspects related to constructing on site
increased the complexity a little more: the protection of the components and
the site in order to prevent damage, the protection against the weather, the
creation of safe and comfortable working conditions, etc.
But delocalizing to a site also generated consequences of another nature.
The designs became specific projects embedded in local conditions instead
of specific responses to more generic questions of material and method.
By way of particular and project-based organizations of matter a projectspecific reciprocity originated between the design, the place, the people
who elaborated and constructed the project and all the other people that
could look and experience things that are made in a beautiful and a clever
way. Things in which thought and construction are seamlessly integrated.
The things we don’t see
In the end, the process leads to the production of architectural artifacts
and the acquisition of knowledge about materials and construction, in short,
the development of personal and collective building culture. Architecture is a
physical thing, something you can see, touch and experience in its material
state. As a consequence, we can evaluate it as such and be astonished by
the ingenuity and beauty of the construction, the cleverness of the connections and the details, the relationship of the construction with its partner, the
site, how both together create a place, the adequate choice and articulation
of the material, the developed craft in making, etc.
But as Peter Sørensen subtly and rightfully focused upon during the final
review, a great deal of the learning process is invisible to the eye due to the
very private of the personal experience: the experience of holding the material
in the hand, feeling it’s roughness and weight, of holding the chisel, feeling
the blow of the hammer and the resistance of the wood, hearing the sound
of it cracking, the incessant noise of the saws going through the fibers of
the wood, the sounds of people deliberating and sometimes screaming to
exceed the noise of the workshop activities, the feel of the sawdust softening
the hard concrete floor, the exchanges of opinions and feelings, the looks and
touches, the witty remarks, the cooking, eating and dishwashing together,
and many other things. It is not only the material things that will remain in
the memory of everyone there. I realize now more than I did before I participated in the program, that an essential if not the most important thing to
learn from the workshops is precisely this. When I went back the day after
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everybody left, all the projects were still standing in full ornate as they were
the day before, but the site was devoid of the presence of all the people that
created them, showing with accuracy that their history had started. Only
traces of 12 days of frenetic action remained: piles of construction debris, a
yellow rectangular mark in a green meadow where the kitchen used to stand,
the stains of the dinners on the terrace’s blue stone, traces and memories
that will get hidden in the folds of the history of the monastery and our own,
just as the objects and the people will. It made me wonder about the fact
that making architecture truly is a catalyst for the creation of more than the
thing that is constructed.
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Timber Joinery

Machiel Spaan
Academy of Architecture
Amsterdam

The Erasmus Summer Workshop Textonical Shapes of Wood focuses on a
number of basic principles of the craft of joinery. Pieces of timber are limited
in size. That means that joinery must always be involved when timber components are extended, widened, crossed or turn a corner. The local woodworker
shows us the old tradition of joinery not with words, but with his hands. We
will spend two days practicing making joints. We will gain an understanding
of the properties of timber and the forces that act on joints, and a sense of
the material and the required tools. Another workshop exercise concerns the
art of engineering and experimentation. Plywood and chipboard possess
different properties. The introduction of textile principles, such as weave
and grid structures, generates innovative timber objects and structures.
Leonardo’s experimental dome of timber slats is a welcome source of inspiration here. Such principles result in open and airy structures in which every
piece of timber displays its structural purpose and value. Playing with the
material confirms and enhances our understanding of the characteristics of
the material, such as curvature, distribution of forces and grain.
The second part of the workshop involves making designs for five locations.
Concept forms have been devised to enable the material properties previously discovered to draw attention to some aspect of each existing location.
A roof above a passageway, the reveal of a church window, an altar in the
church, a hammock between trees, and a lampshade in the abbey tower. All
designs call for specific solutions to join the different parts. These solutions
can be classified according to three interpretations of the concept of joining:
connection, composition and coalescence. Each of these concepts denotes
another degree of joining.
Connection
Limiting the means of connecting to just timber joints without additional
aids – such as screws, rope and glue – leads to creative solutions. What is
more, textile techniques also lead to new interpretations of traditional timber
joints thanks to the introduction of thrust forces.
That is why half-timber joints have been applied to sheet material in the case
of both the altar and the hammock. This allows sheets and strips to connect
with one another at an angle. Mortise-and-tenon connections have also been
devised to allow strips (hammock) and sheets (lampshade) to be extended.
In both cases the mortise-and-tenon connection works like a key in a lock.
The connections are therefore reversible. The passageway roof features
hinged cross connections made from self-made dowel pins. The woven struc
tures of both the hammock and the reveal include cross connections that make
use of nothing but the thrust force of the curved strips.
Composition
The sequence in which the different components are assembled is of the
utmost importance when erecting a structure on site. This has a lot to do with
the structural and engineering hierarchy of the different pieces with respect
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to one another. In the shipbuilding industry, for example, the different timber
pieces of the ship serve different structural purposes depending on their
arrangement. By analogy with the human body, the keel is the spine, the
trusses are the ribs, and the planks are the skin. We see a similar hierarchy
in a number of the objects made.
The hammock has a number of wide strips that form spines. Narrower strips
are woven through these like ribs. Similarly, the passageway roof possesses
a number of clear spines whose thrust forces keep them wedged between the
two walls. The ribs are then woven through the spines in the other direction.
The curved strips wedge themselves tightly between the two walls that
form the passageway, but they are just overlaid to act as hinges. The elegant
feet against the wall express this connection loaded with moments. The strips
perpendicular to these curves ensure that they cannot fall down. Finally, the
altar consists of the same components that serve constantly changing structural purposes. A sheet is alternatively a foundation, a stabilizer, a connector
or an ending. Diagonal fastening means that all sheets contribute to the stability and strength of the plateau created. In the altar the hierarchy is hidden
in pieces that may look similar but are not all of identical structural value.
Coalescence
The different pieces of timber are connected to one another by new timber
joints. Each part of the object has its own function and meaning. The combination of the right joint and the right technical and structural application of
the different parts can lead to an ingenious object in which form, function
and technique come together. Synergy between appearance, material and
structure results when the structure, building technique and formal character
reinforce one another. The different parts meld together to form a new
configuration in which all elements find their logical place. This results in an
object with a self-evident arrangement.
The timber circles of the lampshade are connected to one another using short
strips (pin joint). The extended pin strips transfer the forces from one circle
to the next. The hierarchy between the circles and the extended pins is not
as clear as with the column and the rib. The extended pin is not only the
key, but also a beam that makes a cantilever possible. The cantilevers are
stabilized by the circles that steadily decrease in size and combine with
the extended pins to form a rigid structure in which each successive circle
presses itself tightly against the larger circle outside it. As a result, each
additional ring strengthens the whole structure. The largest circle presses
the entire structure into place against the wall of the round tower. Each part
of the lampshade is essential to push everything into place and keep the
air inside. The strips of the reveal extend in two directions. The hierarchy
is difficult to read. Arranging the strips in two directions strengthens the
whole object. The weave of the reveal is an entity that wedges itself within
the window like a stiff textile. The thrust forces are exploited in terms of how
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the whole structure acts on the window and in terms of the cross connection
between the woven slats. This weave is both structure and skin. Structure
and appearance meld together to create a sturdy network that can adopt a
particular form.
Connection, composition and coalescence are three relevant degrees of
joining. Connection caters for the elementary necessity of joining; in composition, the hierarchy of the building process becomes part of the joint; and
coalescence proposes a synergy of form, structure and building technique. All
three are linked to a greater or lesser degree with the craftsman, the engineer
and the designer. The essence of the workshop lies in the search for harmony
between the different levels of joining. The woodworker prefers to solve the
joint. The engineer looks for the most efficient assemblage. And the designer
tries to meld function, technique and structure. The designer’s aim is to learn
to switch from craftsmanship to engineering and thus discover new types of
joints at all scales in a playful manner by uniting expertise and intuition.
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Experience and Process

Creative thinking is a job in the true sense of
the word, rather than an unexpected flash of
insight that emerges effortlessly.
— Juhani Pallasmaa

All our IP workshops, Tectonics in Building
Culture and Structure in Building Culture,
imply working while being able to experiment
the constructive potential of the materials
in an empirical way and with emphasis on
approaching the creative process through
intuition and deduction by doing.
It is obvious that we need an educational
change with regard to the sensory sphere,
for us to discover ourselves again as physical
and mental beings in order to fully use our
capabilities and become less vulnerable to
manipulation and exploitation.
— Juhani Pallasmaa

By promoting experience with material instead
of abstract conceptualization in the studio,
students can obtain a better understanding
of the inherent form of materials which, in
this case, are oriented strand boards (OSB)
and plywood boards. Both have similar
features: they are made of wood, structure
related and both consist on fibres or driven
plies, differing only in the size of those fibres.
All materials have their own non-written laws.
You should never be violent with a material
you’re working on. The designer should aim
at being in harmony with his material. The
craftsman has the advantage that, through
all the phases of his work, his material is in
his hands for him to feel it and lead it.
— Tapio Wirkkala

Work should not consist exclusively in abstract
experimentation with the material; this workshop requires integrating material knowledge
into a ‘site-specific’ construction. Therefore,
the creative process must result in a unique
construction which consistently relates context-specific features with material properties
and its assembly systems.
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Claudi Aguiló & Raimon Farré
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Barcelona

No honest craftsman knows in the process of
working whether he is making or creating…
The first, the second and the last reality for
him is the work itself, the very process of
working. The process takes precedence over
its result, if only because the latter is impossible without the former.
— Joseph Brodsky

The workshop is a very intensive constructive
experience of twelve days during which the
students have to think about time as an
additional element in the creative process.
Thus, the project’s ultimate goal is not just
the final artifact but also the way towards it,
i.e. the process. When considering time as
being a part of the process of ideation it
implies thinking about the sequences of
fabrication, the phases of construction and
assembly. The promotion and education
of these complexities and inherent values
pertaining to construction are highly recommended in order to achieve a fairer, more
necessary and ultimately more sustainable
architecture for the future.
To deal with this physical crisis we are obliged
to change both the things we make and how
we use them.
— Richard Sennett

If a revolt is to come, it will have to come from
the five senses.
— Michel Serres

Revisiting Woodcraft

In the last two decennia, subjects like
craft and tectonics have resurfaced in the
architectural discussion. The meaning of
craft or craftsmen has been described quite
clearly and consistently in a wide variety
of literature 1. The meaning of tectonics, on
the other hand, seems to evolve through
time. With this, the message of tectonics has
become somewhat diffuse. In the first half of
this text a small juxtaposition of the message
of tectonics through time is discussed. The
second half focuses on research in craft and
the use of tectonics in workshops and teaching.
One of the first well known studies in tectonics was performed by Gottfried Semper,
a German architect and art critic who lived
during the 19th century. In his work he wrote
extensively about the origins of architecture
and technical arts through time. Besides his
research in tectonics, many of his theories
like the stoffwechselthese (roughly translated
as rematerialization) and the bekleidungsprinzip (principle of dressing) are still used
explicitly in today’s research and discussion.
In his book der Stil, Gottfried Semper
describes a distinction between the core
schema and the art schema, i.e. the core
form and the art form. In this dichotomy the
core-form represents the constructional principle of architecture, the art-form represents
the ornamental principle. When such a clear
distinction is made between the two forms,
the art-form is masking or dressing the coreform. In case of masking, the art-form is not
revealing the true nature of its constructional
principle. It behaves like a separate layer
surrounding the inside. When an core-form is
dressed, the art-form is guided by the structure underneath. Like a dress is guided by the
supporting body, in dressing the art-form is
a derivative from its core. When the distinction between the core-form and the art-form
blurrs or disappears, one can speak of tectonics. In this case structure itself becomes
both art-form as well as core-form 2.
Semper defines tectonics as the art of
combining parts into a rigid rod-like immobile
assembly. In his work, carpentry and tectonics
are much alike and highly valued in relation

Ivo Vrouwe
Sint-Lucas School of Architecture
Brussels / Ghent

to architecture. Craft is like poetry. Like a poet
combining words and phrases into a piece, the
carpenter uses his craft to combine elements
to a frame. A correct assembly of stiff parts
to a solid frame is an art-form in itself. The
framework produced in carpentry forms a rich
base for Semper’s research. Described as
the oldest root form of tectonics, the frame
embodies one of the main characteristics of
tectonics. Therefore the frame is the highest
and most universal theme in architecture 2.
Rigid frames provide structure. The frame
itself has no direct relation to the observer
but only as an addition, surrounding the
form within. The filling of this frame provides
enclosure. This is often made with lighter
material with different qualities and aesthetics than the frame itself. This infill reveals the
essence or function of the part or object 2.
Glass infill, for instance, creates a window or
mirror, textile infill creates a wall or painting.
Semper describes tectonics to the scale of
carpentry, and as inspiration and influence
to architecture. During the last decennia,
discussion on tectonics extend to art, construction and architecture.
In art, tectonics represents the epistemo
logy of internal structure. This assumption
seems in contradiction with Semper’s
description. Since internal structure is only
partly or not visible at all, external structure
will mask or dress the internal.
In architecture, tectonics expands to
architecture as a technical craft 4. In a more
particular description, tectonics represent
the unity of opposite pairs: representation
and structure, art and technique 3. With this
broader conception of tectonics more qualities are incorporated into its meaning. From
then on, different crafts and professions start
using tectonic expressions which results in
a different evolution of the content itself. In
most cases tectonic deals with expression
and structure.
On the one hand, this broadening of
meaning of tectonics as described in Semper’s
work, blurs its essence. While on the other
hand, this renewed interest in tectonics in the
architectural discussion makes way for a new
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structural logic of buildings. Since, in this
discussion, representation and structure
are mentioned within the same sentence,
architectural interests shift towards engineering and vice versa. In this so called
structural turn, the traditional relationship
between architect as creator and engineer
as problem-solver changes. Engineers start
to pay attention to the aesthetic qualities of
structure, architects formulate concepts with
structural qualities as a starting point. With
a growing mutual respect, interdisciplinary
practices emerge. In architectural engineering, normally a strictly technical profession,
different parties negotiate and interact. With
their own specific knowledge and interests,
all participants contribute to a final design 5.
Within this structural turn, structural integrity of buildings is often studied digitally.
In the book Digital Tectonics, the seeming
contradiction of this title is discussed. Where
for Semper, tectonics only resonate with the
material world, digital tectonics are supported
by the immaterial world of scripts and algorithms 6. Both worlds seem totally opposite,
but strangely enough, it is this structural turn
that make tectonics and craft in general very
contemporary. Where in traditional craft
precision and techniques are practiced and
trained during a great part of the craftsmen’s
childhood, programming and CNC milling are
able to reproduce a great part of these techniques and precision digitally as well as physically without a direct touch of human hands.
For the Erasmus IP Workshop Structures
in Building Culture 2011, Semper’s definition
of tectonics is revisited in a contemporary
way. In his work, the frame as a core form, is
supported by an independent art-form that
does not contribute structurally to the system
as a whole. However, the core-form often possesses great structural potential. Infill like
lattices or wickerwork show light textile surfaces, the use of folding techniques and paper
provide transparent, origami like geometries.
In this IP workshop wooden sheet materials
were chosen as a starting point. Since the
time Gottfried Semper wrote his work, material development has changed the use of
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wood strongly. By slicing tree trunks, large
sheets can be produced. By layering these
sheets in a particular way, traditionally anisotropic material is provided with isotropic
behavior. Instead of using material as filling,
sheet material obtains structural qualities.
By revisiting the art-forms geometrically or
theoretically, and materializing them structurally, the architectural vocabulary of paper
and textile techniques and geometries can be
extended. Rematerializing the art-form itself
should result in a contemporary tectonic.
Generating knowledge in art and craft
differs greatly from research in sciences and
humanities. As described by Torbjørn Tryti
in the Erasmus IP publication Concretum,
aspiring architects learn by doing. Through
physical exploration and experimentation in
1:1 models, the understanding of material is
extended 7. Just like a craftsman, the aspiring
architect explores the dimensions of skill,
commitment and judgment in a particular
way. By constantly reflecting on the process,
the immediate connection between hand and
head is calibrated. In this reflective practice
thinking is accompanied by doing. With this
knowledge, also referred to as tacit knowledge,
a gap is bridged between understanding and
making, theory and actual solution 1, 8.
To obtain the required tacit knowledge,
the workshop is divided into four courses. The
first course has a more traditional character,
the second one a more experimental. The third
and fourth course focus mainly on the appli
cation of gained knowledge from the first and
second course.
The first trajectory is guided by a craftsman with an expertise in classical wood joinery.
With a limited amount of electric tools and an
extensive amount of handsaws and chisels,
students practice the joinery of two or more
beams in a classical and traditional way.
In the second course, knowledge from the
beam joinery is projected on the joinery of
wooden plates. Inspired by woodcraft as
well as textile and origami, a double curved
surface is designed and built. Material connections can only be obtained by the use and
manipulation of the plate itself.

The results from the first and second
trajectory are aesthetically very appealing.
When creating surfaces, crafts like weaving
appeal to these students because of the intuitive character of the geometry. Folding is
another technique applied in these designs.
Compared to weaving, folding seems to be
less intuitively applicable by the students.
Making the geometry work and the connections fit seems to be a big challenge for them.
To accompany an aesthetic exploration, the
third course focuses on structure. In a design
of a bridge of about 2 meters, the art-form
and the core-form have to come together.
During the last course a plywood or
chipwood structure is erected on-site. Several
locations are picked with their own specific
structural challenges. Some structures are
constructed between trees, others in a tower
or church. By combining knowledge from the
three previous courses, aesthetically appealing and structurally progressive designs are
developed.

1. Sennett, R. (2008) – The Craftsmen,
Penguin Books, London
2. Semper, G. (2004) – Style in the Technical
and Tectonical Arts, Getty Research
Institute, Los Angeles
3. Kollhoff, H. (2001) – Dat is architectuur,
De mythe van de constructieve en het
architectonische, Uitgeverij 010, Rotterdam

Workshops like Structures in Building
Culture are still very important in architectural education. Even in our digitally driven
design culture, designing something you
have never experienced by making it yourself
is harder than one might expect. I keep on
being surprised by how many students I meet
that have never had any 1 to 1 building
experiences after 4 years of design or architectural education. One might expect that an
aspiring architect is driven to create designs
and build objects. Fortunately enough, when
they do start to build the most beautiful and
interesting objects are made.

4. Frampton, K. (2001) – Studies in Tectonic
Culture, The MIT Press, Cambridge
5. Cross, N. (2011) – Design Thinking,
Berg Publishers, Oxford
6. Leach, N. Turnbull, D. Williams, C. (2004) –
Digital Tectonics, Wiley and Sons,
West Sussex

7. Sørensen, P. et al. (2011) – Concretum,
Kunstakademiets Arkitektskole,
Copenhagen
8. Schön, D. (1983) – The Reflective
Practitioner, Basic Books, USA
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Joining and Bending

The origin of the material
Each material has its own character and
allows in its field several ways of using and
building. Finding out about these possibilities,
making experiments and working with different
materials is the main idea of the Erasmus
Intensive Program Structure in Building Culture
series. For the Belgian Erasmus Intensive
Program 2011, our material to work with and
to conquer was plywood.
What is the character of plywood? What
kind of structures does it allow to build? What
is the smart use of it? Working with a material
in scale 1:1 means also to get to know and
research about its origin. Plywood is a manmade material, which is produced through a
long industrial process since the beginning
of the twentieth century. The basic material
of plywood is wood. At the beginning of the
production, the wooden logs are cut from
the tree bark. In the next phase, the steamed
wooden beams are cut by different types
of machines into thin wooden veneer, which
are dried and afterwards sorted depending
on the quality. In a next step, the veneer are
connected with injected, rolled, poured or
painted glue. After gluing the veneer together
like a mille-feuille, the plywood pieces are extruded in several forms and dried afterwards.
As a last step, the plywood pieces are cut in
different sizes. Due to this industrial production process, the main opportunities of plywood – bending and joining – can be rooted
and found in this manufacturing process.
The game of plywood
Bending plywood started with the designing of furniture at the beginning of the last
century. At that time plywood was a result of
the industrialization and a new material for
architects to work with. In the language of
the Austrian art nouveau style the Austrian
Architect Otto Wagner used Plywood for the
back and seating of one of his chairs 1902.
Chairs like Alvar Aalto’s Paimio from 1931 or
Marcel Breuer’s chairs and tables from 1936
followed and made the use of plywood for
furniture fashionable. In the nineteen-fifties
Carlo Molino’s designed furniture showed the
possibilities of bending and joining plywood

Carmen Rist
Institute for Architecture and Planning
University of Liechtenstein

in an exceptional way. Finally Arne Jacobsen’s
famous plywood chairs established and
supported the use of the material plywood in
the mass production of chairs. Each of these
furniture examples are formed in a different
way and show the wide range of possibilities
of bending and shaping plywood. But all
examples show the use of a master plate and
the manufacturing process equally.
In the nineteen-thirties the usage of plywood for the construction of walls, floors and
roofs was strongly improved by the industry
and the technical capabilities of prefabrication made it a popular material in the United
States of America. Famous architects like
Frank Lloyd Wright and Richard Neutra used
and joined plywood in various ways and also
supported the commercial advertisement of
plywood. Joining plywood is strongly connected to its use. Furniture is connected in
a different way than walls, floors and roofs.
There are various ways in which plywood can
be joined together. It can, for example, be
locked into each other. It can be connected
with nails or with overlapping joints. Plywood
can be stitched, notched, weaved or glued
together. The plywood connections can be
hidden or be part of a tectonic game. Due to
these possibilities, the joints are an important
aspect and characterize the appearance of
plywood at the end.
Two principles to build with
To examine plywood on bending and joining was a challenge of the IP Workshop. In the
second Part of the Erasmus IP Workshop five
different plywood projects were developed
and finally built with simple tools and in the
spirit of the craftsman in scale 1:1. Each of
these objects examined the topic of bending
and joining, depending on the theme of the
project itself, in various ways.
One of the two objects built in the church
composed a big, artificial landscape. The
connection in this project was made with
one, specially developed, interlocking joint.
The second project in the church worked with
bending. Long pieces of plywood were bended
and woven to one object, which focused the
daylight in the dark church. Both of these two
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projects built their structures with one technique, either bending or joining.
The other three projects used the techniques
of bending and joining and merged them
into an experimental hybrid construction. In
this three hybrid projects, the plywood was
cut in the right length and width first and
bended overnight into the right shape. As a
next step, the individual joints connecting
the plywood structure among each other and
to the existing site were developed. For the
object built in the tower, plywood pieces were
cut and bended to five rings in different sizes
and diameters. Round pieces of plywood
interlinked each of these rings and fixed them
by the weight of the objects. This smart kind
of joint allowed the hanging of the rings and
produced a beautiful new plywood space in
the existing tower. The hanging object in the
trees consisted of a primary and secondary
plywood structure. For the primary structure,
the plywood was cut and joined to long pieces
and finally bended into the trees. The secondary structure was woven into this primary
structure. Both structures explored the bending and joining of plywood in different ways,
but were connected together and built the
main body of this sculptural object. In the
last project, which visualises and marks the
tunnel to the old moat, plywood was bended
first and then connected. The developed
joints interlocked to the plywood as well as to
the brick tunnel. At the end, all three hybrid
objects displayed a wide range of various
and beautiful joints and bending solutions.
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Plywood in motion
Structures in Building Culture: Textonical
Shapes of Wood was a workshop that offered
a wide range of vital impressions and lasting
experience with the material plywood.
Although plywood is a light and thin material,
it offers a big stability. This characteristics
combined with the qualities of bending and
joining supports the wide spread and different use of plywood. This is a chance but also
a risk of failure. For a truthful and clear use of
plywood, the shape, the joints and the structure must be clarified and defined first; otherwise the material plywood is only reduced to
fulfil a design idea. To explore these aspects
and to use plywood in a structural way was
the challenge of the IP workshop at last.

Structure in Building Culture:
Textonical Shapes of Wood
Erasmus Intensive Program 2011
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